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Introduction
The Lions Gate permaculture project lies within the Merchiston campus grounds of
Edinburgh Napier University. It provides a space for students, staff, and the local
community surrounding the campus to come together. It incorporates an allotment,
gardens, outdoor venue and areas for relaxation.
The garden is being designed to have various areas, each corresponding to a different
zone from the permaculture ideals (Figure 1).

(Lions Gate Interim Design, n.d.)

Figure 1

The Concept: The Hex Hunt
Overview:
The Hex Hunt is an interactive treasure hunt which can be conducted throughout the
Lions Gate permaculture garden. The purpose of the hunt is to open the gardens to
visitors and have them learn about the garden and permaculture in a fun and
interactive way.
Details in Design:
Several hexagonal shaped stones, Hex Spots, which light up when stepped on and
are placed in front of Hex Stand which contain an NFC (near field communication) chip
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are placed in different areas within the garden. The user is instructed by text on the
Hex Stand to “tap” their phone on the hexagon on the stand. This will send an alert to
users’ phone to welcome them to the Hex Hunt and direct them to access the app
store to download the associated application. Once the application is downloaded the
user is asked to either register or continue as a guest.
The questions are based on the area of the garden in which the user is standing. On
answering the question correctly, the user is given a clue to another location hexagon
in the garden and the process starts again. The app keeps track of the questions the
user has answered, and a points total is kept. Once the user achieves a set point
score, they can collect a prize related to the garden such as wild flowers seed packet
or a sample of the honey harvested from the Napier bee hives.
If the user answers the question incorrectly a simpler version of the question is asked.
Within the app the questions the user has answered correctly are monitored so if they
tap on the same hex spot again, they are given a different question to answer.
Each hexagonal stone corresponds to a section within the app and as the user moves
through the game/quiz/treasure hunt the honeycomb of knowledge will be created.
Extras:
The use of NFC technology has, in the past few years, become embedded in many
people’s everyday lives, from contactless card payments to paperless travel tickets to
mobile information sharing. When travelling through the world at large the symbol
notation of a contactless point is frequently displayed, and many people are conscious
of how it is used. Incorporating this technology into the design and the garden would
be fairly unobtrusive and understandable.

Design Approach
When approaching the idea of a new interactive system for the Lions Gate project an
iterative design method was deemed to be the most effective technique. This is a
thoroughly user-centric technique. It which would ensure the end design fulfilled the
requirements outlined in the initial understanding phase of the project and, through
user testing, appeal directly to the user demographic for which it was intended. The
methodology behind iterative design is a repetitious process of prototyping, testing,
re-evaluating, and implementing change. Throughout the development, after each
testing stage, changes and improvements are made to the design. The term iteration
relates to both the recurrence of the tasks in the process, and new designs developed
after each consultation ("the definition of iteration", 2018).
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Understanding
The understanding period of the design process is an opportunity to look deeply into
the possible users of a new system. The analysis involves the questions “Who? What?
Why? and How?”.
• “Who?” Who will be the users of the proposed system.
• “What?” What will the users want to do with the system.
• “Why?” Why will they use this system and in what context.
• “How?” How will they access the system and utilise it as it was designed to be
employed.
The answers to these foundational questions were found through several different
means. These can include brainstorming, online research, potential user interviews,
PACT analysis, and personas and scenarios.
Online Research:
When approached to design a system for the Lions Gate project the initial step in
research was to look online at other similar facilities such as permaculture gardens,
interactive exhibits both in museums and outdoors, and applications geared towards
active engagement in the wider environment. This research was used to gauge what
would be appropriate for implementation in the blended space available. The evidence
of collated ideas was saved on a Pinterest board. The board which was created,
focused mainly on insects, pathways, and interesting shapes occurring readily in the
natural world. (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Online Research Board https://www.pinterest.co.uk/phebo02/permaculture-bee-hive/

This type of research was most appropriate during the early stages of understanding.
It provided a starting point for idea conceptualisation and helped reduce all the
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possible concepts to a more set idea which would be more viable to implement within
the time and space constraints given.
Informal Interviews:
The use of unstructured, informal interviews conducted before the brainstorming
sessions was considered to be an excellent starting point to expand on the online
research. Potential users who were mainly students, were asked about hypothetical
uses for the Lions Gate space and the facilities they would appreciate seeing available.
The responses received were, unfortunately, either particularly specific or, more often,
vague and generic.
The results of these interviews:
• “An area to chill would be good”
• “Maybe a coffee bar?”
• “Access to nature in an urban landscape”
• “Flowers? Maybe trees too”
• “An outdoor study area with charging points, a roof, and the capability to order
a coffee and have it delivered”
• “Cooking classes”
• “Somewhere to plant vegetables”

Brainstorming:
Once the initial ideas had been researched online, brainstorming workshops spanning
several weeks were organised. These workshops involved a group of students along
with the ‘client’ looking into the brief in more depth. The motivation behind these
sessions was to increase the designers understanding of the permaculture ideology
and investigate possible uses of interactive technology in developing an engaging
system. This system would be required to work alongside the permaculture method
and compliment these ideals.
Throughout the workshops many different ideas and notions of an interactive feature
were suggested. This allowed several different perspectives to be debated and a more
comprehensive knowledge base to be formed. The results of the brainstorming
workshops are shown in figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 3: Initial Brainstorming Ideas

Figure 4: Blended Space Breakdown

The brainstorming workshops were very helpful in focussing and defining the ultimate
interactive system idea. The opinions of other team members gave a more rounded
insight into possible issues which may arise during the design phase.
PACT Analysis:
A PACT analysis was carried out after the interactive model had been agreed upon.
This analysis focussed on the potential users of the system, the ways they would use
it, the environment in which the system would be utilised and technology which would
be needed to facilitate system use, (Benyon, 2014). The PACT analysis results are
shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: PACT results
The PACT analysis helped to highlight the level of skills and understanding potential
users would have and how these could differ greatly with age and cognitive ability.
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The context review indicated possible issues with the system being based outdoors
which would also have to be a consideration with regard to the technology used in the
physical design. The activities outlined what potential options could be added to the
application design to promote engagement and education.

Envisionment
The envisionment step of the design process allows the idea to take shape in a more
concrete form. Using sketches to create quick and simply designed elements allows
the process to be efficient and the design easily changed. This is essential when using
the iterative design approach as each design is produced it is tested and the changes
implemented immediately.
As the design process continues the designs become more high definition and can
incorporate a more detailed application design and physical models.
Storyboard:
The first step in this envisionment process was to draw a storyboard by hand. This
highlighted the integral steps when a user moves through the physical elements of the
interactive system.

Figure 6: The Initial Storyboard
Steps
1. User enters the garden and steps on the Hex stone which lights up under the
pressure of their step.
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2. They use their phone to connect with the NFC chip which is in the Hex-stand
and has basic instructions displayed on the surface.
3. The NFC chip pushes a prompt to the user’s phone inviting them to download
the Hex Hunt app and being the registration process.
4. Once registered the user is prompted to scan the hex-stand again which makes
a multiple-choice question relating to something in the area near the hex spot
appear. The user selects an answer.
5. The user has answered correctly and is given a clue to move to another spot in
the permaculture garden.
6. When they reach the hex-spot they scan the hex-stand and they are given
another question to answer.
7. Each correct answer gives the user a new hex-spot in the app.
8. Once all the hex-spots are filled on the app the user can collect a prize, such
as a small pot of Lions Gate honey or a packet of wild flower seeds.
The storyboard created illustrates the process without issues arising and the user
successfully completing the task required. This is shown in figure 6.
Mood Board:
The early mood boards which were created for the understanding process were
refined and directed towards the newly set design concept. Using this technique
helped to focus on the essential elements which should be included in the design. This
is shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Refined Mood board
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Wireframes:
When introducing users or a client to an applications design, wireframing can be an
important tool for communicating an overview of how the system will be laid out. It can
be utilised to “walk” the client, developer, and potential user through the applications
structure without the added distraction of the more intricate design details.
It is regularly used to share the functionality and content on each application page and
takes into account the user needs and possible journeys through the application. A set
of wireframe designs are principally used in the early stages of the
design/development process before the colours and more involved design aspects
have been established.
The wireframe for the Hex Hunt was hand drawn and detailed six of the main
interactive screens which could be incorporated to make the application functional.
These wireframes are displayed below in figure 8.

The pages highlighted:
• An initial question screen.
• A screen displaying the correct answer and giving the user a clue to the next
hex spot
• A page showing the option to eliminate answers if the user gets the question
incorrect.
• The initial screen which shows an introductory message and guides the user to
the app store to download the available application.
• The screen which gives the user the option to play the Hex Hunt as a visitor or
the register as a new player.
• The final screen displays the Hex Spot Hive which shows that when questions
are answered correctly the spots light-up.

Figure 8: Hand drawn wireframe design for The Hex Hunt
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Testing
The testing during an iterative design process occurs after the initial envisionment
process and repeatedly after each iteration of the design. The testing conducted
initially for the Hex Hunt system included a cognitive walkthrough and a participant
evaluation. The use of two different types of testing technique ensured the results
would be more balanced, giving the designers further and more specified outcomes to
base the next iteration of the design upon.
Cognitive Walkthrough:
The initial testing technique used after the first storyboard and wireframes had been
completed was a cognitive walkthrough. This is an evaluation of the usability of the
system in which a group of evaluators can work through a given series of tasks and,
from the perspective of the user, ask questions about how the system works. A
cognitive walkthrough is focused mainly on the learnability of the system from the
perspective of new or occasional users. ("Cognitive Walkthrough | Usability Body of
Knowledge", 2012)

The results/issues raised through the use of the cognitive walkthrough:
• The idea seems fairly straight forward, perhaps more instruction when first
approaching the Hex Spot would help guide the user to the application
download
• Would the use of NFC’s exclude Apple phone users?
• Continuity of the design using the Hexagon shape is appealing and easily
relatable to the hex hunt idea.
• Are there enough instructions displayed for the user after they answer a
question?
• Does the user have to register to use the application?
• Does the user have to register to claim a prize?
• Will the lights on the Hex spot slab be visible in the bright sunlight?
• Can the user backtrack through the application or access sections such as the
Hex points screen or their registered details from all the screens?
The use of the cognitive walkthrough process helped to highlight the functionality
issues which may arise when the system is used by a novice participant. This was key
in the next adaptation of the design particularly the user interface of the application.
Participant Evaluation:
Once the cognitive walkthrough was completed a test, directly involving perspective
users, was conducted. This test was set up as a participant evaluation. The potential
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users selected where a first year Biology student, a mature-age postgraduate
engineering management student and a third year IT student. These users were
selected to highlight the range of ages and life experiences within the student
population at Napier University. The users were given a brief overview of the system
concept and then shown the paper prototypes which had been developed. They were
then asked several questions to provide personal feedback on the design and its
functionality. A selection of the answers received are presented below.
Users Responses:
What do you find most appealing about this interactive system?
•
•
•

The realism appeals to me as well as challenging my children to work
together – like a treasure hunt.
I think it’s great that we end up interacting with all parts of the garden, but it
doesn’t feel like a chore.
The interactivity

What is the most challenging thing about using the system?
•
•

I didn’t know if we needed to register in order to claim the prizes.
Confusion on how the treasure hunt works, seems a little complicated

Did you find anything surprising or unexpected whilst looking at the system?
•
•
•

I was surprised at the range of questions available and how it can be tailored
to my level of expertise.
I didn’t know whether my camera would be accessed to scan the markers,
was wary about this
The ability to choose the level of the questions

Can you suggest anything which can improve this system?
•
•
•
•
•

Perhaps a camera function to take a selfie of the person playing or the weather
on the day.
Personalized user on the screen, similar to a Nintendo Mii or Bitmoji
Maybe a kid and teen version for my niece and nephew
Maybe different hex points amount for different prizes
If when you stand on the hex spot the hex stand lights up too to highlight
where you have to tap

Can you suggest anything which is missing?
•

Virtual map overlaid via the smart device’s camera leading the player to the
next hot spot.
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•
•
•

Maybe tooltips or a tutorial just to guide people through. Not everyone is
computer/phone savvy.
Not sure how to download the app, will there be Wi-Fi available, so I don’t
have to use my data
Is there a map or detailed directions to the next spot?

What do you like/dislike about the way it works?
•
•
•
•
•

Likes: seems very straight forward to use
Dislike: Would like to see a function that helps identify flowers in the questions.
I’d rather not register my details with the app. If there were some way of
getting an id number to claim my reward, I would prefer that.
Like the hex being related to nature, like I’m a bee collecting pollen
Seems fun, I like interactive things

Do you think this system will benefit you? How?
•
•
•

It is a great way to walk around the garden and interact with my children. It is
an adventure
I like the idea of rewards for completing the quiz. It would definitely keep my
niece interested if she knew that she had something at the end.
Yeah, I’m interested in biology. Could help increase my flora and fauna
knowledge

Would you go to the gardens to use this system?
•
•
•

Yes, it seems like a great way to spend time outdoors
Yes, I think it would be great for a day out
Maybe because its interactive, if its limited in its uses, probably not

Why do you think this system would be used by others?
A combination of a game app and outdoor fun, it appeals to everyone.
Families could use this method of engagement to teach their kids about nature.
• I think a family might use it to distract their children
This participant evaluation was important to the development process as it
accentuated the sections and features of the design which appealed directly to the
prospective users and highlighted the issues these possible users could recognise in
an extremely rudimentary version of the design. Completing this preliminary testing
before implementing the detailed design features allowed the designer to focus on the
essential elements necessary and reduce emphasis on the perceived engaging
features within the scheme. A MoSCoW approach to the design was then implemented
to ensure these surplus or “Wanted” features would not be given a higher priority to
the “Must Have” and the “Should Have” components of the project. (Benyon, 2014)
•
•
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Evaluation
The evaluation of the design can happen either at the beginning of the ideation
process or at the conclusion of the design iteration. It can be completed by either
potential users of the system or is accomplished, in many circumstances, by consulting
an “Expert” in UX design.
When approaching the evaluation of the Hex Hunt system an expert analysis of the
heuristics and a participatory co-discovery evaluation were employed. After the testing
stage of the iterative design process was completed the design of the system was
updated and improved to increase its usability, functionality, and appeal to potential
users.
Expert evaluation:
When conducting a heuristic evaluation there are twelve different points which must
be considered. This can involve a long consultation process which may not be viable
within the scope of the design. An alternative to this process is the discount usability
engineering technique (Benyon, 2014). This method takes the twelve points of heuristic
evaluation and condenses them into three main points. This is shown below.

Learnability

Effectiveness

Accommodation

•

Visibility

•

Navigation

•

Flexibility

•

Consistency

•

Control

•

Style

•

Familiarity

•

Feedback

•

Conviviality

•

Affordance

•

Recovery

•

Constraints

The Hex Hunt high definition application interface was subjected to a heuristic
evaluation to further examine the overall use of the system. The experts involved in
the evaluation were fellow Design Dialogue students who were briefed on the design,
the expected functionality and the desired outcomes of the system. The results of this
evaluation follow.
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•

Learnability: The interface was simple to understand and the route into the
system seemed fairly obvious. The natural colours used yellows and browns
help identify the app as something relating to the garden and the natural world.
Perhaps having the icons in more dynamic colours and using more readable
fonts would enhance the designs interactivity. Rating 4/5

•

Effectiveness: Navigation through the app from the first welcome screen to user
registration and the quiz screens was fairly straight forward though there
appeared to be no obvious way back to the user account screen without going
through the Hex points screen. From the question screens it was fairly obvious
how to move to the next screen, tapping at the next NFC enabled Hex stand
though novice users might find this a little confusing as the instructions are not
particularly clear. 3/5

•

Accommodation: The application appears fun to use and the welcome screens
and question screens appear friendly and inviting. There does appear to be
only one way to use the system though and each screen must follow on from
the one prior. 2/5

Using the heuristic evaluation emphasised several of the issues previously raised
during the other testing stages and added to the required functionality improvements
needed before the system could be further implemented.

Participant evaluation:
A participatory evaluation was conducted with a group of IT students using the codiscovery method. This technique consists of an informal discussion in a relaxed
setting which can be ideal in discovering the first impressions of the system. This
discussion can be particularly helpful towards the end of the system development.
A co-discovery session is conducted by users who do not have any previous
experience of the design. The idea is to have the users interact with the design and
talk their way through the system. The developer can either observe and take note of
the user outputs or involve themselves with the users by suggesting scenarios or
asking questions.
The observations from the co-discovery session:
• The users found the concept of the treasure hunt interesting and were excited
to try it.
• As they were all IT students, they found the use of the NFC technology easy to
understand and engage with.
• One user commented that they would like to do the quiz but not do a hunt,
maybe just a walking tour of the garden with questions as you go.
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•
•

The introduction of a sound playing when you stood on the Hex spots was
suggested in case of light issues.
More lighting for the Hex stand was proposed to link it more directly with the
Hex spot, maybe with a path of LEDs running up the stand from the spot.

The considerations from the co-discovery session allowed the developer to detail extra
elements for the system in future iterations. It also helped to demonstrate that a simple
interactive system placed within the garden would have an appeal to the expected
user demographic.

Conclusion
As the time allowed for designing and developing the interactive physical system for
the Lions Gate project was limited the end result of the process was deemed to be an
perfect place to develop the idea further. The evaluations conducted towards the end
of the designing process highlighted many issues with application functionality and the
design of the physical system in the garden.
The understanding phase of the process helped to initiate the formation of the idea
and direct the design towards a more specific audience. The brainstorming section of
understanding was particularly helpful in narrowing the focus of possible ideas down
to one which could be developed.
Through envisionment the idea became more credible and easier to imagine. The use
of the sketches in both the storyboard and the wireframing gave a very simple but
easily understandable vision of what the design might entail.
With the methods used for the testing stages of the iterative design process a greater
understanding of the perspective users was gained. The results of these tests also
highlighted several of the most important elements of the future design allowing for
the MoSCoW methodology to be adopted and utilised. The general consensus from
the user testing was that the system looked interesting and fun and would be utilised
if it was in the garden.
Using both expert and participant evaluations helped give a broader overview of the
design at its present stage. The use of fellow students was not an ideal basis for the
expert review, but it gave an interesting point of view for taking the design further down
the development path.
When considering the use of an iterative design process compared to a scenariobased design methodology it is important to understand the differences in the design
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requirements. Using the scenario-based design method for the first assessment gave
an excellent grounding for initial design ideas. As it uses personas and scenarios
created by the designer/developer it can be limiting in its scope, but it is ideal if time is
crucial during the design phase of a project. The iterative design process in a more
thorough and in-depth approach but can be much more time consuming.
The use of scenario-based design in the early stages of understanding within the
iterative design process could be effective in fully considering the user before the
envisionment stage begins.

Further Work:
The implementation of more prototyping would be required to take the current design
further and on to physical establishment of the design in the gardens. The addition of
different options within the app could also be considered after the initial usability and
functionality issues had been corrected.
These options could include:
• Timed challenges or team competitions
• Using the Hex Spots as NFC instead of including Hex stands to reduce the
impact on the garden either aesthetically or practically.
• Lighting on the Hex stands to emphasise their link to the Hex spots
• The ability to move through the system as a visitor and still be able to claim a
prize when done
• The option to follow the path of Hex spots as a route instead of having to hunt
for the next spot. Use the app to explore the garden without the hunting element
of the quiz.
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